This paper presents a system for performing dense mapping of surface geometry and texture properties. Co-registered depth and grayscale images are incrementally fused into a global map in real-time as they are collected. The resulting dense map can be rendered into a virtual depth and grayscale image from any arbitrary pose. Comparison of the rendered and observed images provides a direct means of computing the sensor pose relative to the map allowing new data to be fused into the model. This frame-to-map tracking scheme, as opposed to frame-toframe tracking, improves system accuracy and robustness. Additionally, the use of both surface geometry and color texture better constrains the pose solution and reduces the risk of tracking failures. This paper describes an implementation of the proposed algorithm and provides experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Localization of a sensor about in an unknown scene is a central problem in navigation. Applications range from industrial robotics to spacecraft guidance. In order to plan safe trajectories and move to regions of interest, a map of the scene's surface must be generated. A reference frame must be embedded in the scene to perform this task. Then all surfaces can be described in this frame and the sensor pose relative to this frame can be estimated. Vision sensors have formed the front-end of many Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) systems to solve this problem.
Vision sensors generate measurements that depend on both the surface geometry and the sensor pose. The goal of the SLAM problem is to solve for the geometry and pose given the measurements. Many applications demand real-time performance in unstructured scenes which has been a major challenge to practical systems. Many algorithms use either passive cameras or depth cameras but little work has been done on optimally fusing data for a co-registered pair of the two. The goal of this work is to accomplish that task.
The proposed method builds on earlier advances in SLAM literature. Geometry based methods using depth images and visual feature based methods that use color images are combined into a single algorithm that can operate in real time. First a brief review of recent developments in SLAM is given. Then details of the proposed algorithm are discussed. Finally, results on experiments tailored at spacecraft navigation applications are given.
II. BACKGROUND
The vision-aided SLAM problem has received an enormous amount of attention in the literature. SLAM methods estimate the parameters of a map structure which can grow over time. Typically images are searched for previously mapped features. The estimated map location of those features are used with observation data to update sensor pose. Then with an updated sensor pose, new features can be initialized into the map and the locations of existing features can be refined.
The MonoSLAM implementation which used a single passive camera was one of the earlier successes in this field [1] . That system used an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) where the sensor pose was augmented by the locations of discrete visual feature points in the state vector. The augmented EKF lacked robustness because incorrect feature correspondences easily corrupt the entire state vector. This was addressed by [2] and [3] by tracking features independently of one another and by using particle filter methods. These algorithms significantly improved overall robustness in real world scenes.
All of these systems relied on discrete feature points to populate their maps. This was done largely to fit the SLAM problem into a traditional state estimation framework. When using discrete points a visual feature tracker or matcher is required to solve the correspondence problem. Algorithms like Lucas-Kanade optical flow or SURF have been used for this task but often fail to match features over widely varying viewpoints [4] [5] . This failure is a major hurdle to bounding error estimates and closing loops.
Dense mapping is an alternative to the discrete point approach. In these methods a three-dimensional voxel grid is embedded in the scene. Many methods that fit into this class recursively estimate the probability of each cell being occupied by a solid surface. One example is a memory efficient implementation known as OctoMap which stores the grid in a tree structure to prune away fine cells covering wholly occupied or wholly unoccupied space [6] . Curless and Levoy presented an alternative dense method where a Signed Distance Function (SDF) is discretized over the voxel grid [7] . The value of a true SDF at a given point is simply the distance from that point to the nearest surface. Positive SDF values represent free space while negative values represent solid interiors. The actual surfaces are extracted by locating the zero-crossings. The advantage of the SDF over an occupancy grid is that the resulting surface resolution is much finer than the resolution of the grid cells. Therefore more accurate maps can be made with similar memory resources.
Newcombe et al. presented a state-of-the-art implementation of dense surface mapping in [8] which relied on a Truncated Signed Distance Function (TSDF). Their method was demonstrated with a Microsoft Kinect sensor. Each voxel of their map contained two values: the TSDF and the TSDF weight. This representation is convenient for two reasons. First, given a depth and grayscale image from a known sensor pose, the observed data can be fused into the map in a recursive fashion. Second, given an arbitrary sensor pose and known map, a depth image can be rendered from that pose by ray casting into the map. Iterative Closest Point (ICP) is applied to a depth image rendered from an a priori pose estimate and the observed image to find a pose correction. Using this accurate pose update, the observed data can be fused into the map. This frame-to-map tracking has an enormous advantage over frame-to-frame tracking seen in many other implementations. Each stage of the algorithm is parallelized onto GPU hardware and can operate at the sensor's 30 Hz frame rate. Their method directly inspired this paper.
In [8] , an ICP algorithm with a point-to-plane error metric is used to align the rendered and observed depth images [9] [10] . The correspondence problem is implicitly solved using the projective camera equations to map a scene point from a pixel in one frame to a pixel in the other using the a priori pose estimate [11] . This method works well when the pose estimate is close to the truth and there is sufficient geometry to constrain the pose. However, this may not always be the case. This paper proposes the use of co-registered grayscale images to incorporate surface texture to better constrain the pose solution.
III. METHOD
The proposed method has a similar structure to that in [8] . The major difference is that each voxel in the map has an additional two values: an albedo and an albedo weight. Using the updated pose, both a depth image and a grayscale image can be computed under the assumption of a diffuse lighting model by ray casting into the scene. On the next frame, the previous pose serves as an a priori estimate of the current pose. A copy of the new sensor data is passed to a GPU. Then two separate host threads are launched that run independently of one another.
The first thread operates entirely on the host and computes a pose update based on visual feature matching between the rendered and observed grayscale images. The second thread manages GPU kernel launches to get a geometry based pose update. First the sensor data is passed through a preprocessing stage. Then an ICP algorithm aligns the rendered and observed depth image to get a pose update. Once both updates have been found, the main thread of execution resumes. The two estimates are merged in a probabilistic sense and the new pose estimate is passed to the GPU. The GPU then performs a map update and a surface prediction to be used on the next raw data set. The algorithm is outlined in Fig. 1 .
By fusing both data sources the algorithm can overcome the failure modes of low texture variation and low geometry variation when either are present alone. Additionally, the visual-based pose update is better suited to perform large updates unattainable by ICP as shown below.
A. Notation
A notation similar to that in [8] is used for easy comparison of the algorithms. Two reference frames of interest are defined. A global reference frame is fixed in the scene. A second frame is fixed to the sensor. The sensor frame at time k is located at position relative to the global frame. Note that the subscript outside of the brackets indicates the frame in which the vector is coordinatized in. The rotation between the two frames is represented by the orthogonal matrix . This matrix maps vector coordinates from one frame to the other:
and . The Microsoft Kinect sensor provides a measured depth map over a two-dimensional pixel domain . A depth measurement at a given pixel can be converted into a measured three-dimensional point as follows. First define the homogenized pixel and the camera calibration matrix . Then the measured three-dimensional point at a given pixel in sensor frame coordinates is . Each voxel of the map is located by a position vector . If the sensor pose is known, this voxel location can be projected on to the pixel array. The sensor-to-cell vector in the sensor frame is . The projection function is applied to this vector to get a pixel . Then the measured cell-to-surface vector can be determined from the measured point at .
(1)
The norm of is scaled by , where is the angle between the ray and surface normal to give a measurement of the cell's SDF.
B. Data Processing
The proposed method employs a similar processing stage as in [8] . A bilateral filtered copy of the depth image is created to remove noise while preserving depth discontinuities. This is then used to compute a surface normal map. In this implementation, no map hierarchy was required. This is likely due to the more robust pose estimation enabled by the fusion of visual data.
The value of is required during the map update. This can be found by taking the numerical gradient of the SDF about the particular cell during the map update. However, any added steps to the map update are extremely costly because of the number of cells that must be processed. Instead, the value of is most efficiently and accurately obtained during the normal map computation for two reasons. First, the normals will be stored in on-chip registers at that time which avoids global memory accesses. Secondly, the computation becomes independent of the pose estimate errors: both the normal and ray vector are known in the current sensor frame. Therefore the proposed method computes during this stage and writes it to an additional array of surface memory which is read during the map update function. 
C. Map Update
The voxel grid is stored in GPU surface memory. With the most recent sensor pose update available, kernels are launched. Each kernel has a unique grid location and marches in step with the other kernels along the direction. At each cell, the estimated vector is computed using (1) . If the last element of is greater than the maximum noise of the sensor then the cell must be occluded by another surface and is therefore not updated.
If the SDF is greater than , the cell is in free space. The measured SDF is simply truncated to in this case and is given a weight of 1.0. Otherwise, the cell is within of the observed surface. In this case, a simple geometric argument can be used to approximate the measured SDF value and its error. This is seen in Fig. 2 . Note that the difference between the true SDF and the measured SDF is simply where is the sensor noise and is the angle between the given pixel ray and the surface normal. For both the free space and nearsurface cell, the SDF is updated using a weighted average between the original and measured value. The original SDF is weighted by that cell's weight which is then incremented by the weight of the measurement (1.0 or ). The albedo and albedo weight are only updated for cell's within of the surface because the albedo is undefined for cell's in free space. The grayscale image value at the projected pixel location is used directly as an albedo measurement. It is possible to estimate a scale factor for each image to remove the effects of exposure compensation performed by the camera. However this was found to be unnecessary through experimentation. The map albedo estimate is updated with the same weighted running average scheme used for the SDF update. This is computationally efficient and the weight reduces the effects of poor measurements on glancing surfaces. Essentially this part of the algorithm 'paints' the surfaces of the scene. 
D. Rendering
A simple ray casting algorithm as described in [8] is implemented here with a few modifications. The first modification is that a grayscale image is rendered in addition to the depth image. This is made possible by the albedo estimates stored in the map. Second, the sensor is allowed to leave the grid map and when it does, the free space between the sensor and grid is skipped over in one step. To do so, a check is first applied to the estimated ray starting location . If any of three components are beyond the fixed map, the estimated pose (denoted by a hat) is used to compute the unit ray vector through a given pixel in global frame coordinates:
If the component of is beyond the bound of the grid , the component of must be negative in order for the ray to intersect the map. If so, the distance skipped to reach the bound of the grid is
where is the unit vector along the global direction. The sign in front of the term is flipped if the sensor is beyond the bound and the component of the ray is greater than zero. Once found, a step of along the ray is taken. This is then repeated for the and directions. The skipping of free space saves a large amount of computation and allows the sensor to exit the map without any issue.
E. Pose Update
The ICP algorithm used in [8] is also used in this paper. This algorithm primarily runs on GPU hardware with some small steps taken on the host computer. One host thread is launched to handle these computations and the launching of GPU kernels while a second thread can independently perform the visual feature based update. This stage is the primary contribution of this paper.
The visual feature based update runs entirely on the CPU which would otherwise be nearly idle while the GPU ICP operations are performed. This thread has full access to the host's copy of the rendered and observed grayscale image. Distinct features in both images are identified with the SURF detector and then described with the FREAK descriptor in OpenCV [12] [13] . Then a preliminary set of matches between the two sets are found. Since the depth at the features' pixel locations can be polled from both the predicted and observed image, gross outliers based on the a priori pose estimate can be quickly eliminated. Additionally the drawback of poor matching performance due to large variations in viewing angle is largely avoided because the predicted image is rendered from the a priori pose estimate which is close to the actual pose. In fact, the feature matching was found to be far more robust to pose errors than the ICP. The result of the feature matching process is a set of corresponding vector pairs: the coordinates of a set of 3D points coordinatized in each of the two reference frames. This set is sent to the Optimal Linear Translation and Attitude Estimator (OLTAE) algorithm [14] .
OLTAE provides a direct means to compute the relative translation and attitude between two reference frames given the set of vector pairs. Since the OLTAE solution will be merged with ICP, the same pose parameters estimated in ICP will be used here. Given the point with predicted position in the previous frame corresponds with the measured point in the current frame, a pose constraint can be generated:
The top line of (4) is known. In the bottom line, the current pose is parameterized as an unknown rotation and translation from the previous pose. This parameterization is required for ICP and is adopted for OLTAE out of convenience. The unknown rotation is represented by the three Classical Rodriquez Parameters which are used to form the skew-symmetric cross product matrix . Then where is the 3x3 identity matrix. Substituting into (4) and rearranging leads to (5) and (6) where .
(6) The other definitions used in (6) are:
Then the cross product identity can be used where is the skew-symmetric matrix constructed from . This results in the least squares system:
The parameter vector contains the CRP and the modified translation update. Its least squares solution is the standard . Each vector pair has an independent contribution to both the and term which are summed up and then used to solve for . Then the actual translation update can be computed to form the unmodified update parameters . In practice, some false feature matches may seep through the initial filter. To defend against these matches from corrupting the solution, RANSAC is applied. Using a hypothesis sample size of 2, a sufficient inlier set is typically found on the first iteration. The inlier set is batch processed to refine the pose update.
To merge the geometric and texture based pose updates in a statistically near-optimal fashion, the error covariance matrices of both pose updates are needed. A simple and accurate approximation is to scale the matrix by a rough guess of the measurement error variances. This is done separately for OLTAE and ICP using predefined values for their variances. These can be tuned for particular scenes but experimentation suggests quality pose estimates occur whenever the variances are on the same order of magnitude. The merged solution is shown in (10) through (13) where the subscript O is for OLTAE and I is for ICP.
(10) (11) (12)
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed method was implemented on a laptop equipped with Intel i7 processors and a Nvidia Geforce GTX 780 graphics card. A Microsoft Kinect provided coregistered 640x480 pixel depth and color images. The current implementation process this data and updates the pose at approximately 15 Hz. The results of two tests are shown below.
In the first test the sensor was mounted on a tripod and pointed at an asteroid model rotating on a turntable at 4 o /s. A sample feature matching set between the predicted and observed grayscale image is shown in Fig. 3 . These features are filtered during the RANSAC stage. Over three minutes of data were recorded allowing the model to complete more than two rotations. The resulting trajectory is shown in Fig. 4 . As expected, the trajectory is confined to a circle. Note that the short arc length between the green and red dots is traversed three times and the rest is traversed twice. This accurate loop overlap is a direct benefit of the frame-to-model tracking. Next a rocket nozzle model was imaged. The nozzle is radially symmetric and has little variation in geometry along most of its axis of symmetry. An image of the nozzle along with a rendered normal map are shown in Fig. 5 . The geometry solution alone is not sufficient to constrain the pose in this case. However, the algorithm seamlessly picks up visual queues from logos on the nozzle to constrain the pose. The sensor was moved down the nozzle axis and back up to its original starting location. This trajectory is seen in Fig. 6 . As expected, the starting and ending locations are co-located. 
V. CONCLUSION
An algorithm that fuses depth and color sensor data to solve the SLAM problem in fixed volume environments has been presented. It is a natural extension of the great work done in [8] which only used depth data. In therefore relied on geometry alone to constrain the pose solution. The advantage of incorporating the scene's visual texture was demonstrated for a case where surface geometry alone could not constrain the pose solution. This is critical in many applications.
There are certainly some drawbacks to the proposed method. The first is that the computation and memory requirements scale linearly with the environment volume. Compared to other dense volume representations like tree structures, the fixed voxel grid used here reduces the computation time per voxel and enables easy parallelization. This is desirable for smaller volumes but becomes unmanageable as the number of voxels grows. We are currently investigating this tradeoff to extend the method to larger environments.
A second potential drawback that will likely become evident in larger environments is the inability to "closethe-loop". The frame-to-model tracking significantly reduces error drift as demonstrated in the experiments. However, while exploring new spaces, the modeled region being observed has been constructed from only the last few frames. As exploration continues, small errors are introduced between each frame which build up. When a previously observed region is revisited, large enough errors will prevent the observed data from being associated with the model. This will result in a "ghost surface" near the true surface. Methods for solving this data correspondence problem in the face of large errors are being studied.
One motivation of this work is to use it as the vision front-end of a sequential filter for vehicle navigation. The pose updates can be fused with estimates propagated in dynamic models in a traditional state estimation framework. This would improve the system accuracy and robustness as compared to no state propagation by reducing error drift.
